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IT’S LIKE SPENDING A VERY SPECIAL EVENING WITH
THE ENTIRE BEATLES CATALOG ON CAPITOL RECORDS!

THE BEATLES’ STORY ON
CAPITOL RECORDS
a narrative and pictorial discography of beatlemania
Thousands of words have been written about the records...
Hundreds on hundreds of color pictures have been printed...
...All in an effort to capture for fans and collectors the world over
the fascinating truth and substance about the Capitol singles and
albums by four wonderful guys
named John, George, Paul and Ringo.
Here, at last, IS the whole story and the real story about
the Beatles on Capitol Records, authoritatively researched,
written and compiled in two books by
Bruce Spizer, author of the critically acclaimed
The Beatles Records on Vee-Jay.

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL FIND INSIDE:
THE BEATLES RECORDS IN CLOSE-UP, PACKED WITH DETAILS, ANECDOTES, FACTS
YOU NEVER KNEW BEFORE ABOUT THEM
RECORDS

 THE AUTHENTIC STORIES OF ALL

 THE WONDERFUL WIT AND HUMOR OF THE BEATLES THEMSELVES IN
OFF-THE-CUFF PRESS CONFERENCES  THE BEATLES CAMPAIGN  PICTURES AND
STORIES OF THE BEATLES HIT RECORDS  BEST OF THE TRADE MAGAZINE ADS 
CORPORATE DOCUMENTS  DAZZLING COLOR PHOTOS OF ALL RECORD JACKETS,
PICTURE SLEEVES, LABEL VARIATIONS AND PROMOTIONAL ITEMS  THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE YET ON THE CAPITOL RECORDS OF JOHN, GEORGE,
PAUL AND RINGO—FROM I WANT TO HOLD YOUR HAND TO LADY MADONNA.
Compiled and written by Bruce Spizer. Special assistance from Perry Cox, Gary Hein, Gary Johnson, Jim Hansen,
Mark Galloway, Mitch McGeary and countless others. Foreword by Alan Livingston, president (1962-1968) of
Capitol Records, Hollywood, California • Prepress by Diana Thornton.
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How To Use This Interactive Ebook
Apps: GoodReader allows you to use most of the interactive features like the
GET BACK button, search, annotate, markup and bookmarks. It has a ton of features,
including syncing to Dropbox. It currently costs $4.99, and it is well worth it. We have
found that most other PDF readers do not handle some of the interactive features.
Unfortunately, GoodReader is not capable of handling forms, such as this book’s
interactive checklist. We found that PDF Forms does allow you to check the boxes in
the checklist and supports the Get Back button and other links, but does not have as
many features as GoodReader. Each eReader app has different ways of navigating,
zooming and viewing, so please refer to your app instructions for more information.
This book is designed to be read in portrait mode. You can read it in landscape
mode, but you may have to scroll down on each page first. We optimized it for the
iPad, but it should be readable on any tablet that can read PDF files, and of course
on the PC or Mac in Acrobat Reader.
Use the quick link buttons on the side of each page to jump to the

table of contents, checklist, vendors and Bruce’s site. You will also find cross references throughout the book to jump to referred to images and text. After you have
viewed the jumped-to image, you can hit the GET BACK button to “get back”
to where you were reading. Not all apps support this function. On the PC, in
Acrobat, you can also use Alt-left cursor to return to the original reference.
The best way to jump to any section is from the “Table of Contents”
which has hot links to every chapter. To get to any chapter just click on the picture
sleeve image in the Table of Contents.

Join Bruce’s email list

 Click here to sign up for this entertaining and informative weekly email.
You’ll get:
• Beatles trivia
• Bruce’s upcoming appearances
• exclusive Beatles articles
• special sales and the latest on his books (including digital book updates)
• and lots of other Beatles stuff
from one of the most respected and knowledgeable Beatles historians.
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The resale of this book in electronic format is a
violation of copyright law and strictly prohibited.
Copyright ©2000 and 2015 by 498 Productions, L.L.C.
498 Productions, L.L.C.
1010 Common Street, Suite 1964
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112
Fax: 504-524-2887
email: 498@beatle.net
All rights reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any form or by
any means, or stored in a database or retrieval system without written permission of the
copyright owner, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles and
reviews. Making copies of any part of this book for any purpose other than your own
personal use is a violation of United States copyright laws.
This book is sold as is, without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. While
every effort has been made in the preparation of this book to ensure the accuracy of
the information contained herein, the author and 498 Productions, L.L.C. assume no
responsibility for errors or omissions. Neither is any liability assumed for damages
resulting from the use of the information contained herein.
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The Billboard chart data used in this book is ©1942-1999 by BPI Communications,
SoundScan, Inc. and Broadcast Data Systems.
This book is published by 498 Productions, L.L.C. It is not an official product of Capitol
Records, Inc., EMI Records Ltd. or Apple Corps Ltd.
Digital edition ISBN 978-0-9832957-2-3
Print edition Library of Congress Catalog Number: 99-97751 ISBN 0-9662649-1-6
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MEET BRUCE SPIZER!
Bruce Spizer is a lifelong native of New Orleans,
Louisiana, who was nine years old when the Beatles
invaded America. He began listening to the radio at age
two and was a die-hard fan of WTIX, a top forty station
that played a blend of New Orleans R&B music and top
pop and rock hits. His first two albums were The Coasters’
Greatest Hits, which he permanently “borrowed” from his
older sisters, and Meet The Beatles!, which he still occasionally plays on his vintage
1964 Beatles record player.
During his high school and college days, Bruce played guitar in various bands
that primarily covered hits of the sixties, including several Beatles songs. He wrote
numerous album and concert reviews for his high school and college newspapers,
including a review of Abbey Road that didn’t claim Paul was dead. He received his B.A.,
M.B.A. and law degree from Tulane University. His legal and accounting background
proved valuable in researching and writing this book.
Bruce is considered one of the world’s leading experts on the Beatles. A “taxman”
by by day, Bruce is a Board Certified Tax Attorney with his own practice. A “paperback
writer” by night, Bruce is the author of eight critically acclaimed books on the Beatles,
including The Beatles Are Coming! The Birth of Beatlemania in America, a series
of six books on the group’s American record releases and his latest book, Beatles
For Sale on Parlophone Records, which covers all of the Beatles records issued in
the U.K. from 1962 - 1970. His articles have appeared in Beatlefan, Goldmine and
American History magazines. He was selected to write the questions for the special
Beatles edition of Trivial Pursuit. He maintains the popular website www.beatle.net.
Bruce has been a guest speaker at numerous Beatles conventions and at the
Grammy Museum, the American Film Institute, New York’s Lincoln Center and the
Rock ’N’ Roll Hall of Fame & Museum in Cleveland. He has appeared on Fox National
News, CNN, ABC’s Good Morning America and Nightline, CBS’s The Early Show
and morning shows in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, New Orleans and other cities
and is a frequent guest on radio shows, including NPR and Beatle Brunch.
Bruce has served as a consultant to EMI, Capitol Records, UMG and Apple on
Beatles projects. He wrote the questions for the Beatles Trivial Pursuit game. Bruce
has an extensive Beatles collection, concentrating primarily on American, Canadian
and British first issue records, promotional items and concert posters.
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section 2

The Beatles
Hit Singles On Capitol
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CAPITOL 2138
LADY MADONNA b/w THE INNER LIGHT
The last original issue Beatles 45 to appear on the Capitol swirl label in the U.S.
was Lady Madonna b/w The Inner Light, which was released on Capitol 2138 on
March 18, 1968, three days after its release in England on Parlophone R 5675.
At the time of the record’s release, Ringo was the only Beatle to have returned
from Rishikesh, India, where the Beatles had been studying Transcendental Meditation with the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. By default, it was he who was interviewed
by the British music press about the single. In the March 16, 1968, Melody Maker,
Ringo commented on the perception that Lady Madonna marked a return to rock
and roll: “We’ve been trying to make a rock and roll record for five years. Because
rock and roll has suddenly hit the headlines, the great revival, because this one is a
rocker—a slight one anyway—people are saying it’s a rock and roll record.”
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Capitol’s full-page ad for Lady Madonna, which ran in the March 16, 1968, Billboard, is
nearly identical to the British ad for the single. In keeping with the rock and roll sound
of the song, the text describes the Beatles as they were back in 1962 and early 1963: “A
new rock and roll combo direct from Hamburg with the Mersey beat now on EMI.” The
remaining text contains a few lines from the song and the message “A fab new release
out now on Capitol 2138.”
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The 1968 promotional photo for the Lady Madonna single shown on the previous page
and above right from the British ad is a mirror image of a 1963 photo of the group that
was used in an EMI ad appearing in the March 1, 1963, New Musical Express at a time
when the Beatles truly were a new rock and roll combo direct from Hamburg with the
Mersey beat. The photo was also used on the cover of the program for the Beatles July
1963 concerts at the Winter Gardens at Margate, Kent.
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When told by the Melody Maker reporter that a lot of people thought he (rather
than Paul) was the lead singer on the song, Ringo agreed some people did think that,
but added, “It doesn’t sound like me to me.” When the interviewer commented that
Lady Madonna was different from the songs found on the Sgt. Pepper album, Ringo
replied, “We’re always trying to be different. If people hadn’t been saying ‘the great
rock and roll revival’ we most probably still would have done this record, and it still
would have been just the new Beatles single. It would have been rock and roll Beatles.”
When asked if the record indicated a new direction for the Beatles, Ringo said, “It’s
not a backwards step, as some people have said. Because it doesn’t freak out, people
think you’re going backwards. It’s just another type of song from the Beatles.”
Although Lady Madonna was a terrific song that topped the U.K. charts,
it failed to reach number one in America. After making its Billboard debut
at number 23 on March 23, the song entered the top ten at number nine the
following week and worked its way up to number four on April 20. It remained
there for three weeks, unable to move past Bobby Goldsboro’s sentimental
tear-jerker Honey (United Artists 50283); Young Girl by the Union Gap featuring
Gary Puckett (Columbia 44450); and the Box Tops’ Cry Like A Baby (Mala 593).
Billboard charted Lady Madonna for 11 weeks. The Beatles single fared better in the
other trades, with Cash Box and Record World both showing a peak at number two.
The single’s remarkable Eastern-influenced B-side, The Inner Light, was
in complete contrast to the straight-forward rock and roll of Lady Madonna. Of
the three American music trades magazines, Billboard was the only one to chart
The Inner Light, listing it for one week at number 96 on March 30.
Although Lady Madonna failed to top the charts, Capitol claimed sales of over
one million units within the disc’s first week of release. The April 20, 1968, Billboard
reported that the single had been certified gold.
Paul recalls getting the idea for Lady Madonna from a photo in a magazine
depicting a woman and baby with the caption “Mountain madonna.” The magazine
that Paul saw may well have been the January 1965 issue of National Geographic,
which contained an article titled American Special Forces in Action in Viet Nam,
How Coolness and Character Averted a Blood Bath When Mountain Tribesmen
Rose in Revolt. The photo of a woman and her children (shown on the following
page) contains the caption “Mountain madonna, with one child at her breast
and another laughing into her face, sees her way of life threatened. Her people, of
Malayo-Polynesian origin, took refuge in the hills centuries ago. Now they live among
thousands of newly settled Vietnamese, who clear tribal areas for themselves, while
Viet Cong guerrillas make the highlands a battleground.”
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Paul changed “Mountain madonna, with one child at her breast” to “Lady
Madonna, baby at your breast” and wrote the song about motherhood. In a 1986
interview with Musician magazine he asked: “Baby at your breast-how do they get
the time to feed them? Where do they get the money? How do you do this thing that
women do?”
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The rhythm for the song’s piano part was inspired by Johnny Parker’s piano on
the traditional jazz tune Bad Penny Blues, a 1956 British top twenty hit on Parlophone
R 4184 written and recorded by jazz trumpeter Humphrey Littleton.
The Beatles began work on the song on February 3, 1968. To further capture
the feel of Bad Penny Blues, George Martin suggested that Ringo use brushes. Three
takes were recorded with Paul on piano and Ringo on drums using his brushes. Later
that evening, Take 3 was enhanced by Paul’s Rickenbacker bass, John and George on
fuzz-sounding guitars and Ringo on drums, this time with sticks. Paul’s lead vocal
and John and George’s backing vocals were then added.
The group returned to the song on the evening of February 6. Paul added a
second lead vocal and a second piano part. John and George then joined Paul on the
“See how they run” vocal refrain and a vocalized brass imitation bit in the middle
eight of the song. After the addition of hand claps, four saxophone players (Harry
Klein and Bill Jakman on baritone, and Ronnie Scott and Bill Povey on tenor) were
brought in to provide a real brass instrumental break. The song was mixed for mono
on February 15. The finished master is highlighted by Paul’s rollicking piano and
powerful Elvis-influenced lead vocal.
Anthology 2 contains a special remix of the song comprised of portions of
Takes 3 and 4, along with saxophone overdubs. This stripped-down version of the
song contains Paul’s vocal and piano before double-tracking, as well as Ringo’s
brush drumming prior to the addition of his stick drumming. There is also a unique
saxophone solo in the middle eight. After the line “Listen to the music in your head,”
hand claps are followed by the brass imitation vocals inaudible on the finished
master. At the end of the song, there is a brief saxophone ad-lib.
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Although George had previously been featured on singles released in America,
The Inner Light marked his first lead vocal on a British 45. The instrumental backing
track for The Inner Light, which includes harmonium, flute, shenai (a quadruple-reed
Indian oboe), sarod (a multiple-stringed instrument of the lute family) and various
Indian percussion instruments (pakhawaj, tabla and tabla tarang), was recorded on
or about January 12, 1968, with local Indian musicians under George’s supervision at
EMI’s studio in Bombay (now known as Mumbai.) The session took place towards the
end of George’s trip to India to record music for the soundtrack to the Wonderwall
film. The film’s soundtrack album, Wonderwall Music, was released in the U.K. (Apple
(S)APCOR 1) on November 1, 1968, and in America (Apple ST-3350) on December
2, 1968. The picture above right of George in India is from the album’s inner sleeve.
The song’s lyrics were derived from the poem The Inner Light, which was a
Juan Mascaró translation of The Tao Te Ching XLVII. Mascaró, a Sanskrit professor
at Cambridge University, wrote George a letter suggesting he put a few words of Tao
into music. George was captivated by the poem and expanded it into his song.
George added his vocals to the Bombay instrumental track on February 6. John
and Paul overdubbed backing vocals two days later, after which the song was mixed
for mono. An alternate backing track is on the 2014 remastered Wonderwall Music.
During the February 1968 session the Beatles recorded two additional songs,
both written by John. Across The Universe was a beautiful song, but John was not
satisfied with the recording, so it was withdrawn from consideration as the group’s
next single. Hey Bulldog, which was recorded specifically for inclusion in the cartoon
film Yellow Submarine, was never in the running for single release. This left George’s
The Inner Light as the B-side by default, although it was certainly worthy.
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If anyone thought that the Beatles disappointing American chart showing on
Lady Madonna was a sign that the group was slipping, the Beatles next release, Hey
Jude b/w Revolution, laid such talk to rest. That single would not appear in the U.S.
on the familiar Capitol orange and yellow swirl label. Instead, it would be on a sharp
new label depicting a full green apple on one side and a sliced apple on the other. The
record would be packed in a die cut black sleeve bearing the inscription “The Beatles
on Apple.” But that is the subject for another book, The Beatles Records on Apple.
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Although the Beatles next single, Hey Jude b/w Revolution, was issued on the Apple
label, the initial pressings of the Mexican single (shown above) were pressed with Capitol
swirl labels because the Apple trademark had yet to be secured in Mexico.
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The picture sleeve for Lady Madonna (shown on page 230) features a color
photo of the group that occupies the right third of the sleeve. It was taken at Abbey
Road during the recording session for the single. The faces of the Beatles, each tilted
at a different angle, appear one on top of the other, as if peaking out from behind a
partially open door. The picture is a mirror image of a 1963 photo that was used in
an early 1963 EMI ad thanking Beatles fans for buying the Please Please Me single
(shown on page 232) and on the cover of the program for the Beatles July 1963
concerts at the Winter Gardens at Margate, Kent. The innocent early-sixties feel of the
1968 picture selected to promote the Lady Madonna single ties into the marketing
of the record as being by “a new rock and roll combo direct from Hamburg with the
Mersey beat” (see page 231). The Beatles were taking a break from psychedelia,
returning to their rock and roll roots and Fab Four days of playful poses. Those
seeking a more adventurous listening experience needed only to flip the record over
for Eastern mysticism and rhythms of The Inner Light.
The left two-thirds of the sleeve has a blue background with the song titles,
Capitol logo and record number 2138 in yellow. “BEATLES” appears in yellow with
an orange 3-D block effect and the word “THE” in orange located inside the top left
part of the “B” in “BEATLES.” A circled “PRINTED IN U.S.A.” appears in white in
the lower left corner of the Lady Madonna side.
The single was initially packaged with a folded flyer, CAP 2138.FCF (shown on
page 241), with one side promoting membership in the Official Beatles Fan Club
and the other side marketing the monthly magazine The Beatles Book, which was
being supplemented in Datebook, the teen magazine that got John in trouble by sensationalizing a quote he made about the Beatles being more popular than Jesus (see
page 7). To encourage people to join the Official Beatles Fan Club, the flyer featured
a “Fabulous Poster Offer!” for those who signed up. The new members were sent a
“giant-sized full-colour Beatles photo poster” (shown on the following page) that
was taken at Abbey Road at the same time as the picture used for the picture sleeve.
The rest of this chapter describes the differences between the East Coast and West
Coast picture sleeves and details and shows images of the label variations of this
record. Those not interested in such details may wish to quickly forward through these
pages or skip to the chapter on the Beatles Star Line singles beginning on page 243.
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Both variations of the Lady Madonna picture sleeve have straight cut tops. The
East Coast variation, CAP 2138.PS1A (above left), has a reddish tint that gives the
faces a pink coloration and the blue background a hint of purple. The left and right
sides of the folded paper visible on the Lady Madonna side are straight. The West
Coast variation, CAP 2138.PS1B (above right), has a greenish tint that is visible
on the faces and gives the blue background an almost faded look. The left and right
sides of the folded paper visible on the Inner Light side are bowed outward at the
bottom. Both variations are highly susceptible to ringwear.
A February 19, 1968, memo from Mauri Lathower, Capitol Director of A&R
Marketing Coordinator, gave the label’s New York office the authority to cut two dubs
of the Lady Madonna single for Bobby Smith, Singles Promotion Man in New York.
For the fourth and final time in the sixties, Capitol prepared a promotional
record (P 2138), CAP 2138.DJ1, for the Beatles on a solid yellowish-light green
label. A black star appears on the Lady Madonna side.
Some of the first East Coast pressings of the record have labels printed without
the running time of the songs, CAP 2138.01A. In all likelihood, this variation exists
only on East Coast labels as even the LA-pressed promo record has the running time.
Most of the singles have labels with running times. The East Coast Keystone
labels, CAP 2138.02A, have the lines of information on the right side tightly spaced
with a large record number. The West Coast Bert-Co labels, CAP 2138.02B, have
the lines of information on the right side loosely spaced with a medium-size record
number. In addition, some of the later West Coast discs were pressed with LA wide
font labels, CAP 2138.02C. This font also appears on some of the later West Coast
pressings of previous single, Hello Goodbye.

CAP 2138.FCF
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CAP 2138.DJ1

CAP 2138.01A
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CAP 2138.02A
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CAP 2138.02B

CAP 2138.02C
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